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SPACE SYSTEMS
Industry Expertise

Interested in
connecting with our
sales team?
For inquiries or to learn
about our capabilities and
space solutions, email
Space@StandexETG.com.

Over the last quarter-century, Spincraft has grown to become
one of the most critical metal forming solutions providers
to the space launch vehicle and space exploration markets.
Our leading-edge forming processes and industry-best
capabilities have made us a trusted partner in support of US
national security efforts, ground-breaking NASA missions
and next-generation launch vehicle development for leading
public and private companies. Spincraft now stands poised
to facilitate and shape the next decade of space exploration
and commercialization by partnering with industry-leading
firms across the globe to solve their greatest technical
challenges.
Spincraft solutions have the ability to reduce part count,
eliminate welds and reduce weight; critical requirements
within the Space Systems market.

Advanced Metal Forming Solutions

Our approach offers customers cost-effective
solutions with clear benefits:
• Near-net forming reduces input mass & 		
machining hours (less waste)
• Single-piece construction eliminates welds
& non-destructive examination & can reduce
assembly times
• Integral features can reduce part count, 		
complexity & offer weight savings

• CNC forming with machine programming
and teach & play capability for maximum
consistency in reaching near-net form
• Proven quality procedures awarded critical
industry certifications & accreditations

Sample Manufacturing Capabilities
• Spinning & heat treatment up to 218” dia.
• 5-Axis Machining & EDM at 5m+ dia.
• Large dimension expansion forming
• Design & development consulting

Our Competitive Difference

• Project & sub-contract management

• Can form largest thicknesses & diameters
across broad selection of alloys

• Tool design & manufacturing

• Vertically integrated manufacturing process
enabling turnkey offerings

Material Capabilities
Experience with Aluminum, Nickel, Inconels,
Hastelloys, Titanium, Stainless Steel & more

SAMPLE SPINCRAFT SOLUTIONS

Launch Vehicle Hardware

Space Exploration Hardware

• Fuel Tank Domes to 17.7 ft. (5.4m)+ dia.

• Crew Vehicle Bulkheads

• Bulkheads

• Crew Vehicle Structural Components

Tanks

• Gateway, Habitat & Lander Infrastructure

• Cryogenic Tanks

Engine Components

• Internal Tank Separator Cones

• Combustion Chamber Liners

• Pressurant Tanks

• Engine Nozzles

• Tank Components & Assemblies

• Integral Barrel Domes

• Tank Liners

• Thrust Cones
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